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Chief Conductor and Artistic Director: Sarah-Grace Williams

Family concert!
Larlesienne Suite 1 - Bizet
Hungarian Dances selection (1,3 and 5) - Brahms
On the Skating Rink - Vincent Leonard
Peter and the Wolf - Prokofiev
SATURDAY 5 April 2008 - 8.00pm
SUNDAY 6 April 2008 - 2.30pm
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Serenade for Winds - R Strauss
Serenade for Strings op 48 - Tchaikovsky
INTERVAL

Danse sacrée et danse profane - Debussy
Romeo & Juliet Overture - Fantasy - Tchaikovsky
Strathfield Town Hall, cnr Redmyre & Homebush Rds
www.strathfieldsymphony.org.au

Our Conductor
Sarah-Grace Williams has gained a reputation as one of the leading Australian conductors of her
generation. In February 2006 she was appointed Chief Conductor of the Strathfield Symphony
Orchestra and in February of this year became the Artistic Director. Sarah-Grace holds several
other conducting positions including Associate Conductor with The Occasional Performing Sinfonia
(TOPS), director of the AIM Showcase Vocal Ensemble (ProclAIM) and has been an annual Guest
Conductor with the Penrith Symphony Orchestra (PSO) since 2000.
Also an accomplished clarinetist and pianist, Sarah-Grace graduated from the University of
Western Sydney with First Class Honours in Performance, Composition and Conducting, before
studying conducting further in Russia and Holland. She has studied with the esteemed conductors
Alexander Polishchuk, Jorma Panula, Johannes Fritzsch, Daniel Porcelijn, Marco Zucarrini, Janos
Furst and Christopher Seaman. As a principal graduate from the Symphony Australia Conductor
Development Programme, Sarah-Grace has conducted the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra, The
Queensland Orchestra, Adelaide Symphony Orchestra and the Tasmanian Symphony Orchestra in
both rehearsals and concert.
In addition to her four concert series with the Strathfield Symphony and concert commitments with both Penrith Symphony
and TOPS, highlights of Sarah-Grace’s 2007 schedule include conducting six concerts with Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra and
presenting an education concert entitled 'Construction' with The Queensland Orchestra. She will return to conduct four concerts
with TQO in 2008.
Sarah-Grace lectures in Conducting, Musical Theatre and History at the Australian Institute of Music and works as a Musical
Director and Vocal Specialist for the Catholic Schools Performing Arts (CaSPA).

Soloist
Verna Lee started harp at 12, made her public solo debut at age 13 and has worked professionally
since she was 19. As a soloist, she has attracted critical acclaim for her performances, often invited to
perform for festivals and music clubs and touring nationally.
She has performed as soloist with many Sydney orchestras; one of her career highlights was in
1996 when she was soloist with AYO at the Adelaide Arts Festival performing Ravel's Introduction
and Allegro. Harp has taken her around the world on tours (Japan & New Zealand), for work
(Singapore Symphony Orchestra) and study (Germany and the United States). An active recitalist
and chamber musician, she has played with various ensembles such as the Deutsche Kammerakademie Neuss. She is currently part of the Michelangeli Trio, promoting Australian chamber music
for flute, cello and harp.
Verna has worked and recorded with orchestras such as the Sydney Symphony, Australian
Ballet and Opera, Tasmanian Symphony, Australian Philharmonic, and was principal harp of
Australian Youth Orchestra for 10 years.
A dedicated teacher, she teaches at several Sydney schools, at the Australian Institute of Music and has a busy private studio. She
founded the Sydney Harp Eisteddfod in order to encourage and create performance opportunities for students.
Verna was an ‘Aled Angel’ for Aled Jones' Sydney concerts and often accompanies the soprano Amelia Farrugia. Apart from
recording for television, radio and film, Verna and her harp had a lot of fun filming a scene in the movie The Matrix.

The Strathfield Symphony Orchestra acknowledges with
thanks the assistance of the Strathfield Municipal Council.

Program Notes
Wind Serenade by Richard Strauss
Strauss was born on 11 June, 1864, in Munich, the son of Franz Strauss, who was the principal horn player
at the Court Opera in Munich. He received a thorough, but conservative, musical education from his father
in his youth, writing his first music at the age of six. He continued to write music almost until his death.
Strauss’ delicious one-movement Serenade, Op. 7, is scored for flutes, oboes, clarinets and bassoons in
pairs, a quartet of horns and a contrabassoon or tuba. Though the composer late in life called it ‘nothing
but the respectable work of a music student’, it is actually a composition displaying inordinate skill and
technical polish. The lyrical main theme of the sonata form is presented quietly at the beginning by the
oboe accompanied by clarinets and bassoons. The second theme, built from short phrases, is more sprightly
in nature than is the preceding melody. The development section maintains the sun-dappled mood of the
exposition while shading it with some chromatic harmonies influenced by the music of Schumann and Brahms. The earlier
themes are recalled in the recapitulation, and the Serenade comes to rest on a transparent cloud of sweet sonority.

String Serenade by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Though Tchaikovsky was a solidly romantic composer, one of his idols was Mozart, whom he once
referred to as ‘the Christ of music’. So it is no surprise that in September of 1880, at the same time he was
working on his thunderous 1812 Festival Overture, Tchaikovsky decided to write an orchestral serenade
that would serve as an homage to Mozart's own serenades. Inspired, he completed the work relatively
quickly. As he wrote to his patroness, Nadezhda von Meck, ‘This is a piece from the heart.’ Later telling
von Meck, ‘I am violently in love with this work and cannot wait for it to be played.’ But though it does
not sound precisely like Mozart, Tchaikovsky intended his work to be classical in form and spirit, especially in the stately opening theme of the first movement, recapitulated at the close of the final movement.
This first movement, Pezzo in forma di Sonatina, moves from the measured Andante introduction to
a simple, four-note theme in the Allegro that develops into vigorous scale passages. The Valse of the second movement is
Tchaikovsky's 19th-century answer to the minuets of Mozart's serenades. The movement ends in a gentle pianissimo, leading
to the quietly stated Elegia. Like the previous two movements, the third is built on a scale passage, this one rising in quietly
building fervour. Though called an elegy, is more reflective than truly sombre. The Finale is subtitled Tema russo, and includes
two Russian folk tunes. The first, a slow tune sung by Volga draymen, appears in the Andante introduction. The second is an
animated Russian dance. Contrasted with this second theme is a third, lyrical motif by Tchaikovsky that provides broadly
sweeping movement against the vivacious dance. The theme from the first movement's Andante makes its reappearance, then
Tchaikovsky cleverly transforms the descending portion of this stately theme into the pulsing descending scale of the dance,
ending the piece with vigour.

Danse sacrée et danse profane by Claude Debussy
Claude Debussy's legacy to the musical world is immense. Not only did he leave a body of both
piano solo and also orchestral music which includes many present-day favourites, such as La Mer,
but he created a style of music which was seminal. It was due primarily to Debussy's dedication and
perseverance that he succeeded at all. His family was poor and unable to provide a comfortable
background for his studies.
The Danses comprise two short movements joined as one. The two dances are influenced by
Spanish music, which Debussy loved. The slow and ritualistic Danse sacrée (sacred) may have been
inspired by a short piano piece by the Portuguese composer, Francisco de Lacerda, who was friendly
with Debussy. The Danse profane (secular, rather than profane) is a lively and lilting waltz, mostly in
the key of D, but with chromatic alterations and a great deal of modulation to show off the chromatic
possibilities of the harp.

Romeo & Juliet Overture - Fantasy by Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Two themes link a number of Tchaikovsky’s tone poems, or Overture-Fantasies, as he styled them. Hamlet, The Tempest, and
Romeo and Juliet were inspired by his affinity for Shakespeare, Romeo and Juliet and Francesca da Rimini, by his emotional
response to the idea of doomed lovers. Romeo and Juliet was his first essay in this form, but it was Mily Balakirev who planted
the idea in Tchaikovsky’s mind in the first place. In 1869 Balakirev, founding leader of the Russian nationalist group called the
‘Mighty Five’ (which also included Borodin, César Cui, Musorgsky, and Rimsky-Korsakov), went for a walk with Tchaikovsky
during which he outlined his idea for a symphonic work founded on Shakespeare’s tragedy. Balakirev envisioned a novel form,
‘somewhat more than an overture, somewhat less than a tone poem.’ He suggested the characters, the dramatic action, and even
the general nature of the thematic material, down to the key relationships between musical episodes (he was obsessed with keys
of two sharps or five flats). And he told Tchaikovsky that he ought to compose it.
Thereafter Tchaikovsky completed the first version of the piece in six weeks, and it was performed in Moscow in March
1870. Balakirev criticized the music so harshly that Tchaikovsky nearly broke with him. Ultimately Tchaikovsky, whose selfcriticism was no less harsh, took the advice, and revised the music drastically, making further revisions in 1880. Realizing how
valuable Balakirev’s advice had been, Tchaikovsky dedicated the score to him. With its crashing fight music and broad,
impassioned love theme, Romeo and Juliet stands as Tchaikovsky’s earliest masterpiece.

